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Abstract
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The lockdown associated with COVID-19 caused a sizeable downward shock to electricity
demand in the Philippines. Although coal is usually classified as a “baseload” fuel, it ironically
bore the brunt of adjustment in the generation mix. The resulting upward pressure on retail
prices was offset by force majeure contract provisions that allowed distribution utilities to pay
lower fixed charges on their power purchase agreements. Coal generators thus suffered the
double whammy of lower sales at lower rates. While existing coal plants will contribute to
affordability during the recovery, plants in the planning stage may be reevaluated in light of the
falling cost of wind and solar power and the low costs of dealing with intermittency when the
percentage of intermittent generation is low. The Department of Energy’s “technology neutral”
policy towards the generation mix is sound so long as least cost is interpreted to include the social
costs of pollution. Some changes in renewable energy policy are indicated.
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The Philippines Medium-Term Development Plan of 2017-2022 is anchored on Ambisyon
Natin 2040 (Clarete, Esguerra, and Hill, 2018; President of the Philippines, 2016), which targets
attaining high-income status by 2040. From 2010-2019, the economy was nearly on track with
this ambition, growing at an average rate of 6.3 percent, having apparently conquered boomand-bust cycles characterizing economic development in the Philippines previously (Balboa
2019; Balisacan 2018).
In line with these rosy forecasts, electricity consumption was expected to grow to nearly
four times its 2018 level by 2040, prompting concerns about attracting generation investments
(Rivera 2019) to meet the growing demand. Enter the COVID-19 pandemic, and these concerns
have evaporated. Since the first cluster of COVID-19 patients first erupted in Wuhan, China in
December, the pandemic has affected 140 countries, including the Philippines. In mid-March
2020, President Duterte, along with local government officials, placed Metro Manila and the
surrounding provinces under a hard lockdown (President of the Philippines 2020) known as
“enhanced community quarantine” (ECQ). As operations of industrial facilities and commercial
establishments slowed, especially in lockdown areas, electricity generation dropped by 20% in
April and by 15% in May. From the perspective of energy economics, how would we expect a
downward demand shock to affect the energy mix. For this we begin with a brief review of the
simple economics of generation mix.
It is commonly believed that, due to its low fuel cost, high plant cost and high ramping
inefficiencies that the least-cost generation mix involves using coal as the “baseload” fuel,
meaning that it has a comparative advantage in serving the minimum load over a typical 24 hour
period such that it can run at a nearly constant rate, at or near maximum capacity. In contrast,
the low plant costs and greater ramping flexibility of open-cycle gas turbine plants (OCGT) makes
them suitable as “peaker plants,” i.e. with a comparative advantage in serving peak demands.
The higher plant costs but greater energy efficiency of combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT) makes
them the least cost choice hours of intermediate demand. (By running longer hours than peaker
plants, the fixed cost is spread out over more hours.)
Joskow (2006) proposed using screening curves to determine the least-cost mix of thermal
generation fuels. Screening curves plot average cost as the linear function, annualized fixed-cost
plus variable cost/hour times the number of hours used. Since minimizing cost implies choosing
the fuel for each load-duration hour that has the least average cost, this method determines at
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what load/hour, the baseload generation begins to be supplemented by the intermediate fuel
type, and when those two types of generation are further supplemented by the peaking fueltype.2
Applying this analysis to Luzon (main island of the Philippines), projecting demand to
2025, and including pollution costs, we find that, starting from scratch, coal is the least-cost
generating fuel for the low-demand hours of 11pm to 8am. This means that CCGT should be
running during the other hours. A very small supplementary capacity of OCGT is needed during
the 1 and 2pm peak hours (Jandoc et al. 2018).
When demand falls, however, there is excess capacity. The problem becomes choosing
which plants to use and which leave idle. From the forgoing, we know that coal generation has
the least variable cost, primarily because of the relatively cheap fuel, even after adding pollution
costs. In effect the screening curves shift down since we are no longer adding fixed costs. This
analysis suggests that coal would be the sole generating source for more hours of the day than
before and the burden of adjustment would fall on other plant types.
In reality, just the opposite happened. As shown in Figure 1, coal generation fell
dramatically from 56% to 48%, a smaller share of a 20% smaller load (WESM-IEMOP April 23,
2020). Generation with natural gas decreased by 6 per cent, but as a share of total generation
actually increased from 23 to 27 per cent. Other sources stayed about the same, with solar and
biomass generation increasing slightly, reflecting new generation capacity.
The reason for this paradoxical result lies in inflexibilities in legal rules and contracts. Since
renewables are assured “must-dispatch” status as per the Renewable Energy Act (Congress of
the Philippines 2008), the system operator is required to accept whatever is generated. And while
generation by natural gas is usually assumed to easily adjust to varying demands, what is not
flexible is the supply of gas arriving by pipeline. The take-or-pay bilateral contracts with Meralco
assure that minimum purchases of natural-gas generation reflect this inflexibility in gas delivery
(and the very limited gas storage capacities). This leaves the burden of adjustment falling on coal
plants, a number of which have had to temporarily shut down production.
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See van Kooten et al. (2016) for an instructive application of the screening-curve methodology. Joskow (2006)
notes that the method is not applicable to intermittent renewable sources, however. Jandoc et al. (2018) adapt
screening curves methodology to the Philippine case by subtracting projected renewable generation from
projected load and applying the method to residual demand. An alternative method would be to remove the
intermittency by adding storage cost ala Heal (2016, 2017).
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Figure 1. Generation Mix Before and After Enhanced Community Quarantine

Image Source: Wholesale Electricity Spot Market (WESM) - Independent Electricity Market Operator of
the Philippines (IEMOP) 2020.

Turning to the effect of the lockdown on electricity prices, average wholesale rates on the
spot market fell by 55% during the lockdown period (Figure 2). Moreover, while wholesale prices
used to peak around 2pm, they now peak in the early evening, reflecting the shifting demand
from commercial and industrial to residential consumers. The typically higher percentage of solar
generation during the early afternoon hours also contributed to this pattern.
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As for retail prices, the rates of Meralco, the country’s largest distributor, increased from
₱8.90 per kWh in March to ₱9.00 per kWh in April. The increase appears paradoxical in light of
the lower WESM prices. Appearances can be deceiving, however. WESM primarily serves as a
residual market for generation excesses and unexpected demand. Most generation is covered by
prices set according to previously negotiated bilateral contracts. Since prices on coal contracts
are typically lower than prices for natural gas and renewable sources, the shift away from coal
implies that average costs to distribution utilities such as Meralco have increased. In addition,
the April increase reflected the Universal Charge returning to its normal level following a onetime refund of P0.1453.
In May and June, Meralco rates declined to ₱8.75 and ₱8.72 per kWh, respectively in
Metro Manila and its other service areas (Meralco n.d.; CNN Philippines Staff 2020a and 2020b).
These decreases were due to the lower costs that Meralco paid to its suppliers. Power supply
agreements (PSAs) are bilateral contracts specifying the terms on which power is supplied to the
distribution utilities. The typical consist of a fixed charge to be paid monthly and a price per kWh.
Since April, Meralco has availed of force majeure provisions in their PSAs allowing them to pay a
lower fixed charge and to suspend most of their mid-merit supply contracts. 3 In April, ERC also
suspended Feed-In-Tariff Allowance component of customer bills in light of the CoVid-19
situation (ERC 2020a).
While these provisions avoided increases in retail rates, they imposed a double whammy
on coal generators—lower sales and worse terms of sale. As recovery continues, it is unclear
whether retail rates will increase, decrease, or return to previous levels. On the one hand, WESM
prices will increase and the cost relief measures associated with force majeure will also come to
an end. On the other hand, average generation costs will decrease as coal-fired generation comes
back online.
Outside of Metro Manila, most electric cooperatives and private distribution utilities are
struggling with collections since meter-reading is manual and prevented by the lockdown. Power
outages continue to plague parts of Mindanao. When a cooperative in Zamboanga City finally
billed their customers, complaints ensued due to large price increases (Jacinto 2020).
Since ECQ was extended to May 15, Meralco invoked the previous 3 months average rule4
of Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC) to bill customers, resulting in widespread confusion and
complaints. The average consumption from December, January, and February was used to bill
customers in the summer months of March and April (Reyes 2020; Oplas 2020), even though
consumption in summer is typically higher as shown in Table 1. In May, adjustments were made
to reflect actual consumption, resulting in a bill shock for residential consumers. This prompted
a Senate investigation (Ramos 2020) and a subsequent order from the sector regulator directing
3
4

As approved by the ERC.
The 3-month average rule is provided in Section 3.5.4 of the Distribution Services and Open Access Rules or DSOAR
(ERC Case No. 2005-10RM). ERC is yet to determine if Meralco’s computation has indeed complied with the relevant
rules issued by the regulator (ERC 2020b).
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the staggered collection of payments to cushion the impact of the lockdown (ERC 2020b; Flores
2020).

Table 1. NGCP's Billing Determinant Energy (BDE) from Distribution Utilities, in GWh.

January
February

Philippines
6,098
6,183

2019
Luzon Visayas
4,535
765
4,641
770

Mindanao
798
773

March
April
May
June

6,095
7,169
7,303
7,590

4,621
5,477
5,555
5,800

740
848
904
932

734
844
845
859

July
August
September
October

6,983
6,997
7,026
7,094

5,309
5,264
5,225
5,332

863
888
907
896

811
846
894
867

2020
Philippines Luzon Visayas Mindanao
6,482 4,805
833
844
6,611 4,886
861
863
6,341
5,888

4,698
4,341

831
782

812
766

November
7,030
5,284
888
858
December
6,480
4,818
835
827
Source: National Grid Corporation of the Philippines (NGCP), BDE by customer type.

Pursuant to the Machiavellian credo to “never let a crisis go to waste,”5 some observers
have advocated government measures to accelerate the transition away from coal towards
renewable source of generation (EcoBusiness 2020). The implementing rules covering the
Renewable Energy Act of 2008 specify an “aspirational target” of 35% renewable by 2030,
“subject to regular review and assessment by the DOE” (Department of Energy 2018).
The share of renewables in dependable capacity is already 31% (Table 2), suggesting that
the target of 35% would be achieved much earlier than 2030. However, DOE rules (DOE 2017 and
2018) specify that the renewable portfolio standard (RPS) of 35% should be attained in terms of
generation, not capacity. This is somewhat more difficult since the share of renewable in
generation during 2018 was only 23.4% as shown in Table 3.
Despite the modestly higher gap to be filled, doing so does not make subsidies necessary.
The Lazard levelized costs of electricity for wind and solar for the U.S. are already below those of
coal and natural gas (e.g. Marachi 2020). Even though wind and photovoltaic power are
intermittent resources, the costs of intermittency are quite modest, given the abundant
5

The statement is commonly attributed to former Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel, but the original idea can be
traced to Machiavelli.
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opportunities for diversification, the falling costs of battery storage, and possibilities for demand
management (Heal 2017).
Table 2. Total Installed and Dependable Capacity per Technology, in MW.
Installed
2017 Share
2018 Share
2017
Coal
8,049
35%
8,844
37%
7,674
Oil based
4,154
18%
4,292
18%
3,287
Natural gas
3,447
15%
3,453
14%
3,291
Renewable Energy
7,080
31%
7,226
30%
6,263
Geothermal
1,916
8%
1,944
8%
1,752
Hydro
3,627
16%
3,701
16%
3,268
Biomass
224
1%
258
1%
160
Solar
886
4%
896
4%
700
Wind
427
2%
427
2%
383
Total
22,730 100%
23,815 100%
20,515
Source: DOE-EPIMB (2018), Power Demand and Supply Highlights.

Dependable
Share
2018
37%
8,368
16%
2,995
16%
3,286
31%
6,592
9%
1,770
16%
3,473
1%
182
3%
740
2%
427
100% 21,241

Share
39%
14%
15%
31%
8%
16%
1%
3%
2%
100%

Table 3. Generation Mix, in GWh.
Coal
Oil based
Natural gas
Renewable Energy
Geothermal
Hydro
Biomass
Solar
Wind
Total

2017
46,847
3,787
20,547
23,189
10,270
9,611
1,013
1,201
1,094
94,370

Share
49.6%
4.0%
21.8%
24.6%
10.9%
10.2%
1.1%
1.3%
1.2%
100%

2018
51,978
3,192
21,350
23,345
10,420
9,406
1,101
1,255
1,174
99,765

Share
52.1%
3.2%
21.4%
23.4%
10.4%
9.4%
1.1%
1.3%
1.2%
100%

Source of basic data: DOE-EPIMB (2018), Power Demand and Supply Highlights.
Note: Numbers may not add up due to rounding.

Many “clean energy” and “sustainability” devotees decry the pre-lockdown decline in the
share of renewables and favor an accelerated transition to renewable energy (Business Mirror
2020; EcoBusiness 2020, La Viña 2020). However, greater renewable mandates and subsidies
would compromise the objectives of affordability, reliability, and security as required by the
Electric Power Industry Reform Act of 2001 (EPIRA) and the tax reform act of 2000 (Congress of
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the Philippines 2000).6 Mandates and subsidies also put the renewability advocates at
loggerheads with the DOE’s declared “technology neutral” policy whereby the generation mix
should satisfy the criterion of least cost (Inquirer.net 2017).
Economics provides a clear resolution of this apparent impasse. DOE needs only to
interpret least cost to include the social cost of pollution. Given the rapid reduction in the cost of
renewable energy, especially solar, and improvements in storage technology, the need is to
facilitate an efficient energy transition, not to force it prematurely with costly subsidies.
Projecting the efficient (least social-cost) energy transition should take into account the
declining costs of wind and solar power and the low costs of managing intermittency at levels
needed to meet the RPS for 2030 (Heal, 2017). In order for the decisions of private investors to
be consistent with least social costs, taxes should reflect the marginal damage costs of pollution,
especially from generation with coal. The Philippines has included coal and petroleum excise
taxes as part of the 2017 tax reform (Congress of the Philippines, 2017). The Renewable Energy
(RE) Act of 2008 has put in place several programs and policy instruments that aim to accelerate
the development of renewable energy (Congress of the Philippines, 2008). Replacing these with
pollution taxes can harmonize the quest for renewability with affordability and other objectives
of EPIRA.
The social cost of pollution includes both the domestic cost from carbon emissions and
the costs of local pollutants (SO2, nitrous oxides, and particulate matter) that impinge on health.
The pollution cost of generation by coal are more than four times that for OCGT and 20 times
that for CCGT (Jandoc et. al, 2018). These numbers highlight the environmental benefits of
transitioning away from coal towards generation by natural gas (LNG, as the Malampaya gas
fields are depleted) and by renewable sources.
Existing subsidies should be phased out in accordance with competitive costs wind and
solar power. Inasmuch as current feed-in-tariff (FIT) rules involve several bureaucratic hurdles
and de facto quotas, they may actually retard the energy transition. Moreover, the
administration of quotas may impart market power, further inflating the cost to consumers.
In addition to pollution taxes, other policies can complement the ability of the market
system to deliver energy efficiently. One of these is safeguarding competition by free entry into
generation and retailing. Another is to plan investment in transmission in accordance with
generation investments that minimize social cost.7 Finally, aligning retail rates more closely with
marginal costs, including real time pricing (Joskow and Wolfram 2012), can lower the costs on
intermittency, lower rates, and deliver greater benefits from the power system.
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For a discussion of the potentially high excess burden cost of renewable mandates and subsidies, see Ravago and
Roumasset (2018) and Roumasset et al. (2018).
7
The ability of the NGCP to achieve this coordination has been frustrated in the past by renewable subsidies that
inefficiently locate generation to surplus areas thereby bringing pressure to rationalize those investments with
additional transmission capacity (see also Ravago and Roumasset 2018).
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The hard lockdown was lifted on May 31 in Metro Manila. During the month of June, the
lockdown is being gradually relaxed, and the economy is moving towards a “new normal” in
anticipation of therapies and vaccines being developed. While resilience and disaster
management were incorporated in economic planning for the energy sector under Ambisyon
Natin 2040, the current slowdown was far greater than the effects of natural disasters. After a
decade of rapid growth, GDP is expected to decline in 2020.8 The nature of the rebound of the
economy by 2021 (NEDA 2020; ABS-CBN News 2020) remains highly uncertain, lacking
knowledge of the kind of recovery that will occur (Sheiner and Yilla 2020).
The lower growth trajectory means that electricity demand targets can be reduced. On
the other hand, investments already in the pipeline may be delayed and new projects may be put
off. The outlook for new investments in generation, more so in coal-fired power plants, is
especially bleak given the current excess capacity. If and when the economy picks-up, there may
again be a concern with attracting sufficient investment in generation. Accordingly, there is a
need to reevaluate demand forecasts and revise investment plans. For example, “the ABC’s of
post-COVID-19 economic recovery” (Sheiner and Villa 2020) could be adapted to the Philippine
case and mapped into demand forecasts for the different scenarios.
While the average costs of power delivery have temporarily increased, there are
opportunities for lowering costs and consumer rates in the near, medium, and longer terms. First,
as existing coal-fired plants come back online in response to recovery, average costs to the
distribution utilities and electricity cooperatives will decrease. Any attempt to prevent this by
carrot or stick will only lead to higher rates for consumers. Second, postponed investments in
coal plants may be scrapped altogether, in lieu of investments in LNG-fueled plants and falling
costs of wind and solar power, especially when taxes on coal generation reflect the marginal
damage costs of pollution. These are promising conditions for an energy transition that is a winwin for affordability and sustainability.
Given that utility-scale wind and solar projects are cost competitive with coal and natural
gas, even after adding the cost of intermittency, an investigation is needed into the relatively
small investments in those sources. It is possible that the bureaucratic requirements of FIT
subsidies are actually retarding investment relative to free market levels. Using COVID-19 to
justify further subsidies is likely to be counterproductive, in spite of recent proposals to extend
the feed-in-tariffs.9 A better approach is for government to facilitate faster approval of
unsubsidized projects.
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World Bank Senior Economist Rong Qian predicts a 2020 GDP decline of 1.9% (Reuters, 2020).
With the ending of FIT awarding in 2019, the Mindanao Development Authority recommended the extension of
the FIT program for hydro and biomass in Mindanao (Mindanao Development Authority, n.d.).
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